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ABSTRACT

1“ have searched for spontaneous conversion of ❑uonium (M) to
.

antim .lium (M) by a method involving detection of high-Z muonic X rays. A

bc, . ~f M atoms with kaV energies, produced by eleccron pickup by U+ from a

foil, travels in vacuum and in a magnetic field-free ●nvironment to a

high-2 Larget. The event signature used dere a double coincidence of two

=tionic X ray~ of the target mater{al and a triple coincidence that also

required detectian of secondary ●lectrons ejected when !4 atrilieg the
targe:. Pcrt{al analyelg of our 8 x 106 triggers indicates upper liaits on

:he effective M +~ four-fermion coupling constant of G?~ ~ 30 $ (go:
C.L.) and G~ f 8 rT (9C% COLO), respectively, from the tvo

sl~n,3tu:e90 T?Iis begins to probe predictions of the left-right sysmetris

theory wiKh a doubly-charged Higgs triplet.



1. mTRoD’”crIol!l

The possibility of the spontaneous conversion of the muonim atom (!I

or iJ+e-) to its antiatom, ,antimuoniwn (9 or u-e+), was first suggested by

Pontecorvo in 1957. 1 In analogy to the (K”, ~) system, in which two

different neutral degenerate particles (particle and antiparticle) are

coupled by the weak inte~action and hence become mixed,

that the composite atom M should be mixed slightly with

second-order weak coupling (u+e-+uk-e+)-two different

Pontecorvo remarked

~ due to a

neutrinos, we and

Vu, we:a not known at that time-and furthermore might perhaps be coupled

by a direct interaction.

III the past 30 years there have been a number of theoretical

discussions and speculations about the M-F conversion. These include the

su~gescion of the existence of primitlvc leptons and of au associated

multiplicative law of ❑uon number conservation, which would ●llou tha ?fd~

conversion, 2)3 and the observation of the C1OC- relationship of the Me~

conversion to neutrinoless double beta decay mid hence the possible

occurrence of this conver~ion dum to a maasive Majorana neutrino or due co

4 both procesaee befns allowed by thea doubly charged Higgs triplet,

left-right symmetric thecry of tha electrowaak interaction. S Usually a

Hamlltonian cenn for ● 4-Farmfon interaction of tha V-A type Jt chosen to

represent the ?40~ conversion:

(1)

in which G,~ is a coupling constant characterizing the strength of th~

interaction. The left-right symmetrfc thaory with a A* 11i#83

particle (Fig. 1) predicts the value Gw~ $ 10cF, in which GF is ths Farmi
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coupling constanc.

aesinnfng in 1968 sevzral ●xperiaents6 ‘,lave established upper li~its

on G-
?M’

with the best pre~ently quoted limit hefng Glt7$ 20 Gr (90% c.L.).

Except for one experiment In which the reaction e-+e-+u-q- was looked far

wfth two coLliding e- beams of 525 !leV per beam, all the experiment

reported to date have sought as the signal of the M_~ conversion the

muonlc X rays which would he produced following the collision of ~ with a

target atom.

The present papur reports a more sensitive experfmant of this latter

type and gives the preliminary reeults based on the data analysis to date. 7

Finally, a discussion of a possible more sensitive ●xpcrimont to search for

the X-E conversion using the recently

11. ‘f5! (14,~) SYS-MD PRINCIPL8 0?

discovered tharmal muonium is given.

m IIXPEnmm

In the absence of ●xternal electromagnetic ftelds, M and ~have che

same ground state energy levels as determined trom a ~amilconian~o

including the electromagnetic interaction. ‘l’ha postulated weak interaction

~:,~of Eq. (1) will have diagonal matrix elements in the (F,MF)

repreeentacion couplfng i!and M:

(2)

in which F,% are quantum numbers for total angular momentum and its

z-componant, reapectivalyo Tha ●igenstatee of the (1’1,~) system with the

total Hamiltonian)fO +)’(w will then be (Ill > s Ifi >)/4~.

If M is formed at tima t - 0, than in vacuum and in the absence of

an external electromagnetic field, a component of ~ will develop with time

so that tha ststa wave funccion will be

I*(c)> = ~(t)lH > + b(c)hf>o

“3-
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Awre a(0) = 1 and b(9) = 5. ?irst-or~er perturbation theory for

degenerate scares gives:

5
b(t) - -c (3a)

LL.

Ib(c)lz =~t2 (3b)
~2

In the presence of an external aagnetic field H, a Zeernan energy term

x ~ ❑ust be added to ~0 and the resul~ing 3reit-Rabi energy level diagrarn6i

for Y! and ~a:e ~hown in Fig. 2. The degeneracy of M and ~ states with the

same (F, HF) values, present with% alone, is now removed, and hence the

development with time of the ~ component in $ is reduced.~ This reduction

in b(t) due to H is ❑uch more pronounced for states 1 and 2 thsn for states

3 and 4. Indeed, for H ~

1 and 2 (3 and 4) by less

The ,lrinclpla of our

c = C through an electron

M atoms trave19 in vacuum

strikes a high-Z target.

10 ❑G (H g 500 G), lb(t)12 is raducecl for states

than 10Z of its value for R - 0.

experiment involves the formation of !4 at time

capture by u+ from a foil. The resulting beam of

and in a magnetic field-free region until it

During the flight time to the target, an ~

conponent of the wave

the target, a muanic {

proportional to lb(t)

characteristic X raye

function will develop if)(~ ●xists. Upon str~.kfns
.

tom ZU- will be formed with ● probability

2. Tha rcaulting caacade of muonic atom

is taken a9 the signal of ●n M=& conversion. In

addition, a count in propor time sequence 1, required from ● datector

indicating Lhat the (!+,~) syutem hag struck the target.

.

?It. EXPERIU~hL ARM?l~t#T AND DATA

Tha expertmenc was performed at tha Los Alamo- Meson Physics Facllfty
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(L;~YpF), and a scheaati~ diagram of the appar.acus ts s~ow~ Ln F~g. 3.

A :;eparatedsubsurface ~+ besmg WtEYI acmentun p = 13 ~!eV/c and Ln[ensi[y
‘J

3 x 1’35 u4/sec (average) from the stopped nuon channel (S!fC)was incident

on a 20 urnplastic scintillator followed by a thin (0.75 tin)A1 foil, where

?1 is Eoraed with kinetic energies principally between 1 and 20 keV.

Fol:.owing a regLon with a transverse H of 1.5 kG to sweep out u+, the M

beam travels a distance of 280 cm, with 206 cm magnetically shielded to

Ii< 20 mG, and are stopped on a 1 pm thick BI target, which was evaporated.

onto a 2 mfl aluminized mylar backing and coated with 75A of !4g0. The H

detector is based on emission of secondary electrons from the Bi target

whic”~ are then focused and accelerated octo a microchannel plate detector.

The K= and La X rays from Biu- are detected with the L&UPF NaI(Tl) crystal

box detect~r 10 (Fig. 4), modified to exceitd its low energy threshold to

below 2 ?feV. The ~event signature wae defined as a triple coincidence of

a uiu- La X ray, Bip- ~ X ray, and a count in the M detector (Fig. 5).

Exten:3fve neutron shielding with iron, concrete, and berated polyethylene

was enployed to reduce the background counts in the cr!mstal bcx detector

arising from neutron capture y ray9.

:tudtes were made with a 16 MeV/c LI- beam in~:ident on a El target to

obherve the spectra of BiI,I-X rays with the crystal box clatector and to

measure ics detection efficiency, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the rpeccra

observed llo~the upper and lower energy y rays observed anti exhibit clearly

the Ka and Lm BIu- X rays. ThR detectioil ●fficiency for these two

cofacidenc X ray~ is about 4%. .4 two-dimensional display of the energy

spectrxa is shown in Fig. 7.

ExtensLve background studies were mde with the crystal box detector
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during :he de’/elOp~ent of :he experiment .~nd during data-taking Ilnder

~~arious cor. ?i::ans If accelerator off, accelerator on, 2+ beam on, and

sweeping mdgnet on. The !Isual ~pf!rational Crigger requirement on the

crystal box clececror is that there be two coincident photons (Jt = t 30 ns)

Ln nonadjacent rws OF crystals, each with energy above 2 :!eV,and a total

ener~y ~ 20 ~!ev in tfiedetector. A background trigger rate of about 12 per

sec (average) vas observed, with the most relevant condition of accelerator

on, muon channel open, but J+ beam detuned for low transmission. The

majority of this background is believed to be due co correlated y rays

originating from n capture.

The detection efficiency of the rnuonium detector and its noise

background were also studied. The secondary electron coefficient y (number

of secondary electrons per incident H+) was measured for @ in the kinetic

energy range from 2 to 50 keV incident on different materials in an

auxillary experiment ac Oak Ridge National Laboratory. For Bi with a 40S

coating of ?lgO,y was greater than 5 i~ the relevant energy range above

15 keV. Studies of che collection efficiency of our actual detector

(Fig. 5), using secondary electrons from a U a source, indicated that the

detection efficiency for M would be about 50%. Subsequent analysfa of data

from our experiment gave the value (46 t l)%. The time delay between M

striking the target and a si~nal from the microchannel place is from 40 to

90 ns due to the secondary electron transit times. This time delay is

Icvolved in the triple coincidence signal from M •~ conversion and hence is

iaportant. It !lasbeen determined from a. Monte Carlo calculation. The

background noise rate in the :[ counter is aboJt 1 kKz due principally to

cher%ionic eafss[on from the large area target (cathode).
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The basic data-taking mode to search for the M +3 conversion

ucllfzedthe crlgger condicion on the crystal box detector mentioner! above

and recorded time and pulse ~mplitude from each NaI(Tl) cr.vstal i~ the

dec~ctor for subsequent off-line analysig. The time and aaplftude of the

microchannel plate pulse of the M detector, which wag nor incorporated in

the trigger, was recorded in a t 250 ns range about each trigger. Data were

taken with Bi, Bi + !igO, and U targete-about 42%, 42%,and 16%,

respectively. About 8 x 106 triggers were obtained in 180 hours of

data-taking.

IV. PRELRIINARY MIA ANALISIS AND RSSULTS

For orientation on the data analysis it ia useful to ●etimate tha

si~nal rate co ba ●xpected if G,~ - CF. which la done in Table 1.
.

Data from the crystal box detector, without the M detector, were

analyzed first. The raw data from the cryetal box for each trigger were

first processed to incorporate the energy and time calibration information.A

candidate signal event required an X ray at the U= energy of BIu- of

6.0 NeV 5 10% and a second X ray at the La energy of 2.6 VeV k 10% in

coincidence uichin tha detector reeolving time of 5 ne, Furthermore, co

reduce the possibility that the two X raye originate from a single higher

energy particle, we require that the angle between the cwo X rays be greater

than :7”. A partial bsck8round subtraction waa aede of evence associated

with the spartrum ohtqiaed with the plug in the muon beam line. Scaling the

reeult of analysis of a small fraction of the data, we cgtimate 235

candfdata signal ●vents corresponding to a efgnal rate of 580 MHZ. With a

90? C.L. thfe corresponds to G~ $ 30 CF from this preliminary analysis.,

-7-



h%en we “~dd che additional requirement thn: a count be present from

r%e N counter in proper delayed coincidence, t~e scatter plot of “(1and “(2

energie9 13 5hOWn in Fiz. 8. ?reliainary analysis gives S candidate events

corresponding co a si~nal rate of 20 UHZ and to the limit G!,~< 8 GF (90Z

(C,L.). The candidate e’~ents are believed to be due to background

proces9e9.

The ftnal analysis based on a maximtlx likelihood calculation will goon

be completed and published.

tJith the recent discovery of the abundant formation of thermal

11muoniurn, a much more sensitive experiment to search for the Et +~

conversion can be designed. The principal advan?agea providad by a

muonium aourca from Si02 are the increased number of M atoms fcmmed

their localization in a relatively small spatial region so they can

observed throughout their lifetime by a large acceptance detector.

would seem that the preferred method would be to look for a fast e-

region with M atoms, indicating the !4 +~ conversion. A magnetic

thermal

and

be

It

from a

spectrometer with .?!WPCdetector planes might be located downstream of the

region where Y is formed, or, alternatively, M might be formed within a

magnetic spectrometer with a cylindrical geometry. Estimates indicate that

10-2 GF might be achieved.a sensitivity at the level of ~ =
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Table I. Estimated SiCnal Rate for
%s”%-

(The signal rate is Proportional :0 ~~Cq)

Quantity Value

Intensity, Iy, of D+ beam (PP = 10 ?leV/c)
3 x 105 S-l (aver)

(Ip = 800 IJA, average)

Number of M formed per sec at foil 1.2 x 10” s-~ (aver)
(?f/Ll+ - 0.04)

Number of M-stopped at target 10 s-l (aver)
(dfl ❑ 10-a)

~ robability/atom*

‘hb2of Eq. (3b)

Yield of two X rays

Detection ●fficiency

Total signal rate

2 x 10-6

0.8

for two X rays 0.04

6 x 10-7 S-l (aver)
(with crystal box detector alone)

Total signal rate 3 x 10-7 s-l (aver)
(with H detector also)

‘This value incorporates an esthate of the reduction in lb12 due to the
aagnetic field.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure ~

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

?fgure O

Y~~ conversion via exchange ot doubly charged Hfggs bosons

A*, :---

3reit-!ta5t energy level diagrams of X, ~ ground-states with
hyperfine structure interval a.

Schematic diagram of apparatus used to search for X-B=
conver910ng

The LAMPFcrystal box detector.

Muonium detector. Uhen the (M,R) eyscem etrikes the target,
secondary electrons are liberated and ●lectrostatically collected
onto the mlcrochannel plate fbr detnctlon.

Me,~eured spectra of (a) Biu- K= X ray, and (b) Biu- La X
ray. Spectrum (a) is the plot of the highest energy y ray for
the coincidence trigger requirement, and the lower etiergy peak at
the ~ X ray ●nergy occurs because the & X ray can be
miseed.

Scatter plot of ~, La X raye of Bfu-.

Scatter plot of (!II,~) data Yl, Y2 with triple coincidence
requirement.
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